
Dinner With Barry 
 
In need of cash to pay for $1 billion worth of “We’re making progress… but I need four 
more years” campaign advertisements, Obama has a new scheme: donate $5 to his 
campaign and win a chance to have dinner with Obama. 
 
Well, actually it’s not a new scheme. Obama did it in 2008 as well, breaking the law in 
the process. This time his lawyers found a way to make the money-making gimmick 
legal: the fine print includes a statement—in very small print—that one can enter the 
contest without actually donating any money. 
 
Obama will no doubt rake in bundles of cash with the email appeal, and at the same time 
add tens of thousands (hundreds of thousands? millions?) of emails to his database of 
useful idiots—those dim-witted imbeciles he can most easily usher onto the trains headed 
for the work camps needed by his New [Islamist] World Order. 
 
Most Americans who oppose Obama will laugh off this silly contest like they laugh off 
his ludicrous claims that the economy is recovering and he is entitled to all the credit. But 
I suggest that, rather than ignore the scheme, all patriotic, red-blooded, liberty-loving, 
Obama opponents enter the contest and include valid contact information. The Obama 
database could grow by tens of millions of names, and the thug-in-chief’s unrealistically 
enthusiastic campaign staffers will actually believe he is recapturing the magic of 2008 

and has a shot at winning reelection! Better yet, the more entries by people who oppose 
the Hope-and-Change regime, the greater the chances that one of them will win dinner 
with Barry Hussein Obama Soetoro Obama—or whatever the heck his real name is. 
 
In the event I win, I certainly know what I will do: I will walk up to Barry, refuse to 
shake his hand, remind him that he works for me, tell him I heard a lot about him from 
Larry Sinclair, and ask why he is using a stolen Social Security number. 
 
I sure hope the Secret Service lets me bring my cell phone camera… 
 
 
Don Fredrick 
June 16, 2011 
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